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Grierson (1971:42-50)says that purik,according to the conception of Ladakhis extends

from the zoji pass to Bhod-kharbu and that it is closely related to Balti  and ladakhi and it

can be treated as the connecting link between the two .this name is derived from the

name of the place purik.(k, Rangan;CIIL,Mysore,570004.p.5)

The informants used for the collection of purik data are educated and working as a

teachers in primary and secondary schools.They know both urdu and English in addition

to purki and some of them  know kashmiri too.The informants selected are not old and

not free from the influence of other languages.More than 30 percent of words collected

are borrowed from Urdu  and little  percentage of word from English.(k Rangan.CIIL,

Mysore.570004.p.4)

 (origin) 
sino Tibetan                                              

Tibeto Burman                             

                 Central                                

                 

Western Tibeto Burman                   
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Himalayan                                      Bodic         

                 

Lepcha, Honpa, Newar, Old tibetan, Tamang                   

Sherpa, purik, Tibetan                      
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 (Ancient wisdom)  
Ancient wisdom , reproducing a fairly large number of Ladakhi saying derived from

various ancient ethnical circles and civilizations, Mons, Mongols and Aryans, now jointly

represented by the Tibto-Dard population of this region , are manifestly _part of  'wisdom

of the East '.the learned author ,my son  k. Asfyandyar Khan M.A, after taking pains in
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studying all the relevant sources  of ancient saying and terminology has arranged and

recoded the same in ladakhi language and script with translation and transliteration in

Urdu and English-a colossal task .Age -old sayings reveal eternal truth which time

cannot change though their face- value or effect may seem to differ from age to age,

generation to generation.

 Ancient Wisdem 









 (Phrases) 
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 Ancient wisdom 


 
 


Spending some how the life bestowed by God,

And paying the tax to the ruler in bushels.

This saying seems to have been coined during the Dogra rule in Ladakh.The

Dogra Ruler of Jammu invaded Ladakh and in 1834 and annexed it with the Jammu

kingdom.The Dogras levied heavy taxes upon the people of Ladakh while the people

were hardly able to pay such heavy taxes.So they toiled and labored through out the

year to earn enough to pay the tax of the govt.In the frist hand and then they arranged

the livelihood for their family.Under these circumstances the people spent their lives

miserably and longed often for early death.(p209)1

 Ancient Wisdem 

            

 


                             
Heaven will get free of cost

while hell will get by asking for it.

It means that reward for ones good deeds will come freely.however one will invite
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misfortune or hell for himself by doing bad deeds and actions thus inviting  

the trouble for himself.(p182)

 / 

 

  
If one wishes ill feelings for others, one may get the bad result of such feelings. It

means that if someone harbors bad wishes for others, he or she will get the fructification

of such ill feelings according to the law of cause and effect. Therefore even a bad

intention and ill will for others, will harm the person himself. (p 215)




All the sons are equal before a father,                           

All the subjects are equal before a ruler.                          

As a father treats his sons equally similarly a ruler is also supposed to treat his

subject equally.A father who does not treat his sons equally may not be able to

 keep peace in his family.Likewise a ruler cannot afford to treat his subjects

differently if he is keen to keep peace in his country.(p177)  
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         The love of a mother is like fire, the love of a father is like the rays of the setting sun.
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It is better to have a noble intention , then to have a noble faith.All religion

preaches noble thoughts and noble intentions.Therefore ,noble thougts and noble

means that it is intentions are seem to be the essence of the teaching of all religions. it

better to have noble thoughts than to merely follow any religion.( p 216)

 


when one hair was shaken, hundred hairs stood up.

It means examplary unity among a group of person or association.It also means

that the suffering of one person moves others.(p213)
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the malice of a ruler and a yak do not expose their enemities.






 


Hundreds Doctors for one patient.

It means large difference of opinion about one subject or matter.Different people provide

different opinion.It used on an occasion when there is no consensus on an issue.


When the stomach is full then people sing              

Hunger is a curse for all living creatures.Life does not sustain with out food.So

when the stomach is full ,then people express their happiness and even sing 

and dance.So no one can expect a person to be happy when he is hungry.In old

days there was abject poverty in this region so people always used to run after

food.(p208)





Don't reveal your secret before a woman.                         

Women folk generally can not keep secrets into their bosoms.In a blow of their

emotional out burst they disclose the secrets of others told to them.therefore the saying

cautions us not to reveal our secrets before any woman though she may be very close

to us.(p207)
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               One does not feel thristy by doing one's own work.

Every body does his own work with great interest and enthusiasm. He does not

feel hungery and thirsty while doing his own work.While doing the work of somebody

else he will stop many times for drinking and eating something. (p201)




 


When near one fights then the secret will come out.                  

Acquaintance and near one knows all the secrets.When they fight with each other

then the people come to know all the secret of that house.(p 195) 


 

In the time of famine one must grow even black peas in the fields,

In time of scarcity of money one must rear a mare.                         

Nagstran is a large pea sown in Ladakh region.Though it is not the staple food

 having not a good taste yet it is yield is very good.In time of famine life can easily

sustain on it. Similarly riding horses were a prized commodity in the region in old days as

the only mode of transportation and communication. So by rearing a mare one could

raise foals or colts which would bring a good price.


            A Yarqandi horse turns its head towards Yarqand at the time of dying.

 Yarqandi horses were supposed to be very famous in Ladakh.It is said that 

the country of yarqand have large areas of grass lands and the animals thrive

upon these grasses.Therefore the yarqandi horses were never fully adoptedin Ladakh
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as they never got abundance of fodder in Ladakh.So they always

 yearned for their native land.It also means that the country of one's brith is very

dear to every body.Even animals also exhibit the love for its brith place.It also means

extream patriotisim.(p178)


The loanee is on the plane but the guarantor falls from the precipice.

It means that to be a guarantor  is not as easy as one think.Because the loanee

goes scot free while the guarantor  becomes responsible for thepayment of the loan.

(p175)

   



 


                     
Strech your legs according to your blanket.

It means that one must see his own capacity before embarking upon a task.It

 also means to know one's own limit.(p174)

    
What is the desire of a blind person -two eyes.               

Every person has his own wishes and desire.He is not concerned with the desires

and wishes of others.Just like a blind person longes for two sight similarly every person

is concerned with his own desire and wishes.(p174)










                        
A pasture at a distant seems more green.

It mean that anything which is inaccesible seems more attractive or an object seen

from a distance seems more beautiful but when obtained it loses its charm.(p168)
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A cause of concren to one's foes.                                

It means to say something or do such an action which may make ones friends

worry and unhappy, and the same action may make one's enemy happy.(p157)

      


 


A house without a cat is the play ground for the mouses.

This saying is used when the head of the country or a family becomes very weak.

in such case  unscruplous people raise their heads and destory the peace and tranquility

of the country .Similarly a weak head of the family may not be able to keep the affair of

the family in control and run the day today affairs of the family smoothly.(p177) 
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the born are not cumbersome for  the ibex.                          

     the child is not cumbersome  for the mother (p94)             
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